T h eo ry of electron co rrelatio n in atom s an d m olecules (Communicated by J. W. Linnett, F.R.S.-Received 18 August 1960) C orrections to th e H a rtre e -F o c k (H .F .) w ave function, < X > 0, a n d energy of a m an y -electro n system are given. B y th e use of o p erato r techniques in p e rtu rb a tio n th eo ry , th e first-order w .f., Xi, is ob tain ed in term s of p a ir functions. These satisfy e q u atio n s ju s t like those of an a c tu a l tw o-electron system , ex cep t th a t now each electron m oves in th e H .F . field of th e en tire N -electron 4 m edium ' ad d ed to th e field o f nuclei. E v e ry p a ir fu n ctio n m u st be orthogonalized to each of th e tw o H .F . o rb itals associated w ith it to g et th e com plete X(. T his X* d eterm ines b o th E 2 an d E 2. T he second-order energy, E 2, comes o u t as th e sum of p a ir in tera c tio n s a n d three-an d four-body correlations due to th e exclusion principle. T he la tte r m a y be in co r p o ra te d in to th e p a ir energies if each p a ir fu n ctio n is orthogonalized also to th e rem aining H .F . orbitals of ®0. T he ap p ro ach allows th e valence an d in n er shells, etc., to be discussed sep arately an d ex ten d s som e o f th e concepts of q u a n tu m ch em istry based on o rb ital app ro x im atio n s so as to include correlation.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
The best solution of an JV-electron system in the form of a determinant of N spinorbitals is given by the H artree-Fock method. This is a very good starting point, but not good enough to yield the small energy differences of chemistry and spectro scopy. The energy difference between the H artree-Fock (H.F.) and the exact nonrelativistic solution is called the ' correlation energy5 and amounts to about 23 kcal/ mole per doubly filled orbital.
The next best thing to the orbital approximation is to try to build up a many electron system from groups of electrons each containing some correlation. A natural building block to choose for this would be an electron pair, since the only satisfactory energy calculations so far have been on He and H 2.
As shown recently (Sinanoglu i960) , perturbation theory allows one to talk of groups of electrons in a non-arbitrary way, i.e. by taking the indistinguishability of the electrons fully into account. We started from the occupied H.F. orbitals and classified the complete set of Slater determinants as to the virtual transitions they represent. In this way, the second-order energy, was separated into the energies of antisymmetrized pairs and three-and four-body Fermi correlations ('exclusion effects '). The use of ordinary Schrodinger-type perturbation theory leads to infinite sums, e.g. in E2, which are very difficult to evaluate. The largest contribut such sums come from the continuum part of the orbital basis set used (Lowdin 1959) . Hence we suggested semi-empirical means of getting the pair energies. The exclusion effects were separated and obtained in closed form but approximately by replacing the energy denominators with 'mean excitation energies'.
In this article we develop a rigorous theory to obtain the corrections to the H.F. wave function (w.f.) and energy of a many-electron system in terms of those of electron pairs and added exclusion effects. Formal perturbation theory with operator techniques is used and the infinite sums of the usual form of the Schrodinger method are avoided. We take the single determinant H.F. solution of an atom or molecule as its non-degenerate zero-order w.f., <D0, and then give its first-order w.f., rigorously in terms of pair functions. Each pair function satisfies an independent equation which can be solved separately (e.g. by variational principles) just like the ground or an excited state of any two-electron system. The only difference is th at the electrons of the pair in the W-electron 'medium', move in a Hartree-Fock potential rather than in the field of bare nuclei. The techniques used for He and H 2 (e.g. w.f. with r 12 in it) can now be applied to such ' immersed ' pairs. The ' immersed pair ' functions as such do not determine completely. I t will be shown below th at the exact X^ is obtained after orthogonalizing each 'immersed p a ir' function to its pair of the H.F. orbitals. X^ yields E2 as the sum of pair energies and exclusion effects. The latter can be formally incorporated into the pair energies by orthogonalizing the new pair functions to the remaining H.F. orbitals of O0.
The same X[ yields the third-order energy, Ez, as well. Then having started from an H.F. solution, this should give the correlation energy to sufficient accuracy. The approach presented here also provides a basis for many 'chemical' concepts (Sinanoglu i960) . I t allows the core and valence electrons, sigma and pi electrons, etc., to be treated in a separate, yet non-arbitrary fashion.
We have applied the same formalism before to an W-electron system starting with the bare nuclei Hamiltonian instead of the Hartree-Fock solution and taking l N \ the entire interelectronic repulsion j = X I as the perturbation (Sinanoglu 1961a ). The pair functions in this case are totally independent of the ' medium ' and correspond to the first order w.f.'s of the actual states of a real two-electron system. For example, Li atom is built up from the (Is)21S, (ls2s) and states of Li+. W ith Hx -X rijX the entire Xx is given by the independent pair functions. The effects %>j of the ' medium ' show up in E2 only as ' cross-polarization ' terms (Sinanoglu 1961 which are simply added on. This advantage is lost upon starting with an H.F. ®0 where the effects of medium become implicit in each pair. On the other hand, the H.F. <h0 treatm ent has the advantage of greater accuracy. There have been other attem pts at obtaining solutions for many-electron systems in terms of pairs (Hurley, Lennard-Jones & Pople 1953) or larger groups (Lykos & Parr 1956; McWeeny 1959) . These use arbitrary orthogonalization conditions which divide a complete set of one-electron orbitals into mutually exclusive subsets. Thus they violate the exclusion principle and are valid only for widely separated groups (Sinanoglu 1960a ) (e.g. the far ends of a long molecule).
Pair correlations have been used also in the theory of nuclear m atter (Brueckner 1959 ) and other infinite Fermi gases. But the present form of these theories for finite systems (Eden 1958) require formidable self-consistency procedures many times more involved than those in the H artree-Fock method.
T h e p e r t u r b a t i o n m e t h o d s t a r t i n g f r o m a H a r t r e e -F o c k s o l u t i o n Perturbation method will be used in the following form. Let H + Hx with H0 the unperturbed Hamiltonian, Hx some perturbation and (H0 + H1)'¥ = E'¥, H o % " H0 O0; <(O0, O0>
( 1 )
O0 is the zero-order w.f., E, V F the exact energy and eigenfunction. If we write
such th at <<D0, T*) = 1; X) = 0, we get exactly E = <O0, IF F ) = E0 + <<E>0, T ).
Upon expanding X and E in terms of a parameter A and then setting A = 1, the perturbation series x = x1+x2+..., E = Eq + Ex + + + ... (4) is obtained. The first order w.f.,
Xx is the solution of 
<Xx, (Hx -E Xj>.
This is general; each order of w.f., X n (except <D 0), determines the energy to two new orders, i.e. to E2n+1. Moreover, if calcula of en ergy, e.g. both E2 and E 3 are obtained from Xx, the resulting energ limit to the exact E (Morse & Feshbach 1953) . The same is not true to even orders only.
In cases of degeneracy, the degenerate zero-order w.f.'s, 0$, corresponding to E0, must be so chosen th at each (Ex -Hx) 0^, where ExHx O^), will be orthogonal to all <D (, <^o, « -^) ® g > = 0 (Sinanoglu 1961a) . Then there will be a different equation, equation (5), for each d>o, and equation (8) will ensure th at solutions to these equations exist.
To solve equation (5) for Xx, one is not restricted to the Schrodinger method of expanding Xx in terms of the eigenfunctions of H0. Other direct means of solving non-homogeneous differential equations may be used. Approximations to Xx can also be found by minimizing the expression (see, for example, Bethe & Salpeter I957) E, < EyX'i™1) = 2<®",
O k tay Sinanoglu with respect to trial functions, Xj;rial. Equation (9) applies directly if <D 0 is a ground state or the lowest state of a given symmetry. For a general excited state a modified minimization procedure has been developed (Sinanoglu 19616) . The approach to be followed here is to analyze Xx into components exactly using the inverse operator Lq1 = (H0 -A0)_1. The components turn out to be p which satisfy two-electron equations similar to equation (5) and to which the variational principle, equation (9), or its modification (Sinanoglu 1961 can be applied individually. We start with the zero-order w.f., the Hartree-Fock solution.
Consider an X-electron atom or molecule with a Hamiltonian
•'a rij Za/Rai is the potential of electron i in the field of nucleus a, and atomic units (1 a.u. = 27-2 eV) are used. H may be split into: H such th at s (*S+r<),
Vi is an average potential th at acts on i and may be non-local. In the non-degenerate case the best choice for i.e. one th at leads to the smallest is the Hartree-Fock
P{j exchanges and x;-and pi' x.j, x'-) is the Fock-Dirac density (see, for example, Ldwdin 1959) N, pix^Xj) = X » ' = 1 xidenotes both the spatial (r{) and the spin co-ordinates (£>i)\n'(xi) are the H artreeFock spin-orbitalsf (in molecules m.o. s.c.f.) with the orbital energies, e^, satisfying
where hfL = h^+V^ Formally the same V i acts on all the n' and i. The zero-order w.f. is taken here as the normalized determinant
Among the spin-orbitals 1' to N ',a ll odd integers refer to H.F. orbita spin cxand all even ones to those with spin for example, in atoms 1' = l«sa, In equation (15), before stf is applied, electron occupies the spin f Primes will be used to refer to the properties of H.F. orbitals as distinct from the solutions of hi.
From equation (11) we have
where Jtl = (i'lxjj'fy), </,:}*'(x;)j'(x; )> = <i'f, and A", = (i'fxjj'fXj), gijj'(xi)i'(x!)') s <■>'/.
(17)
A / =| = 0 only for i 'and / of like spin. The correction, X^, to the H.F. <h0 of equation (15) must be solved from equa tion (5)
ith Lq = Hq -Eq of equation (17). Since L0 is linear, X^ and equation (19) can be split into two parts
such that and
Subtracting equation (22) from (21), equation (19) is obtained. Each of these equations have solutions for non-degenerate O0, since they separately satisfy the existence condition, equation (8). Equation (21) involves only the two-electron repulsions, equation (22) only the one-electron potentials, V• . This is a very convenient result exactly the same form as the equation th a t gives the first order w.f., X1? of an iV -electron system when one takes the entire interelectronic repulsions, X i>j = 1 as the perturbation, Hx, and uses bare nuclei orbitals (hydrogen-like orbitals in atoms) (Sinanoglu 1961a) instead of the H .F. O0. The main difference between equation (21) and an equation giving Xl5 with Hx = X lies in L0 which in the i>j H .F. case contains the = h\ + V i instead of just the kx (equ methods developed previously (Sinanoglu 1961 a) for obtaining Xx in terms of pairs apply in exactly the same way to U'. Moreover, as we shall show first for a twoelectron system and then generally, once V is determined W is obtained from it by simple orthogonalization procedures.
We give first the method of separating U' into pairs. This is based on the method th at was used in the separation of Xx with Hx = X 9% j (Sinanoglu 1961 a) . i>j The particular solution of equation (21) is obtained by inverting Lu
Lq 1 is the Green function operator and by equation (17) i o 1 = (Hq -Eq)
where we have defined 
and included the corresponding one-electron spin part. In terms of the complete set of the anti-symmetrized eigenfunctions of 1 is given by
Lq1 is a self-adjoint, linear operator and commutes with s>/. From e^i(xi) = 0 and equation (25) it follows th at if, for exam ple,/12(xx,x 2) is any function of x x and x 2 only, then
Commuting s / with 2 ma (ma = ~ K ~ 9ij) i>j allow V in equation (23) to be written as a sum of terms each involving a twoelectron q^ = (e* + e])-1 m^i'{xf) j'[xfi] and multiplied by the remai orbitals n'(xn) =| = i,j. However, when each of the two-electron inverse o (e^ + e'-)-1, is expanded as in equation (26), the expressions for q{j become infinite. This is because qd oes not correspond to a first-order two-electron w.f. obtaina a solution of (e -+ e') q{j = m^ {i'(x^ j'(xfi}similar to equation (5) will be degenerate with other two-electron states, e.g. with so th a t the q{. equations do not satisfy the existence conditions, equation (8). In the overall however, such pair degeneracies leading to infinities are removed when srf is finally applied.
To obtain U' in terms of finite pair functions each one satisfying a two-electron nonhomogeneous equation of the type, equation (5), the pair degeneracies must be removed before applying Lq1. This is accomplished by taking those linear combinations of (i'j')pair products th a t belong to the irreducible representations of the symmetry group of a two-electron system. I t is possible to find these combinations in a way leaving the overall s/ { 2 m{j (1'2'...AT')} invariant (Sinanoglu 19 
For instance, if i' and j' correspond to the same spatial orbital and differ only in spin, it is sufficient to make use of 07 V 2) (29) where = (1/^/2!) (1 -P^) = (1//2!) det, antisymmetrizes only i' an changing x,. andx^ Then from equations (27), (28) and (29) we get, for example, for the (1'2') pair
where now iti2(x1,x 2) is the particular solutionf of (e; + e 'K 2(x1,x 2) = (J12-gr12)^12{l'(x1)2 ,(x2)},
such th at (u'12, ^12(T2')) = 0. Before the last step of equation (29), L^1 and s / have been commuted. The total U' is given by
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where T = l'(x 1), n' = n \xn) and u'^ = u'^x^If for a belongs to an irreducible representation (or to one of its rows) of the two-electron symmetry group (a ' closed shell ' pair) the corresponding will be the particular solution of
such th at (u, ij,38ij(i, f)') = 0; If on the other hand 38^ is not sufficient to remove the degeneracy of an {i'f) pair, then, in the equation
obtained from equations (28) and (29), mij38ifi'f) must be written as a linear com bination of terms th at belong to the mentioned irreducible representations and hence satisfy equation (8) (32) can be obtained by solving several twoelectron equations, equations (33) or (366), e.g. by variational principles (Sinanoglu 19616) such as equation (9). The number of independent pair functions in TJ' in general will be less than the total number of pairs. In the next sections, the complete will be obtained by relating W (equation (20)) to IT.
O ktay Sinanoghi (a) Two-electron system Consider a non-degenerate two-electron system such as the ground state of He or H 2. Then V and 2' are the H.F. s.c.f. spin-orbitals, e.g. lsa, 1 or ( ls)a, (ag 1 Now V = u[ 2 satisfies equation (31) and = Equation (22) becomes
We have written the perturbation appearing on the right-hand side of this equation as the sum of two terms: (J12 -Vx) and (J12 -V2). Each one o function. Changing the notation of equation (22) slightly and letting the subscripts denote the orbitals producing the potential, = bj(x2) and from equation (12) Kix,) = <1 '(xx), ^l^X i ) )^ = J '
Inverting (e[ + e2), we have m> x 2 = (ei + e' ) -^12[(Jl2-F I(x2)) + (J12-F 2(x1))](l'(x 1)2 '(x 2)) or using equation (27) w12 = &12{1 '(■K 1)t2{x2)} + ^12{t1{x1) 2' (x2)} where, for example, £2(x2) = ~7 (^12 -Fl(x2)) 2'(x2). e2 In equation (39) tx and t2 are related to ^2(xl5x 2) simply by: (38), ( )x. denotes an integration over only x^. To prove this we substitute the particular solution of equation (31) into equation (40) <2' X 2>x2 = <2'(x 2)> + The operations (e^)_1 and < >x commute and (e'x + e2)_1 is self-adjoint with respect to ( ) as well as < )x . Thus ( 2 ' U 12)x2 = { ( e l + e 2) 1 2 (X 2)j (^12 ~ ^1 2 )^1 2 (1 2 ))x 2
*i(x i) = V2! <2'(x 2)> < 2(x nx 2)>x2,j *2(X2) = V2! <r (Xl)> < 2(Xl>X2))XlJ where, as in equation
Equation (27) has been used in the last step. Since 1' and 2' are orthonormal and <2'(x2), g12 2'(x2)> = ^(Xj), equation (41) leads to the desired result, equation (40) <2' , < 2>x2 = ^jA J i2 -V A x x)) = ^h ( x x).
Note also th a t < tx(xx ), l'(x 1)> = <f2(x2) , 2 ' ( x 2)> = 0. (42) Equations (19), (20), (39a) and (40) show th at the first-order correction, X^, to the H.E. solution is given by u'X 2 orthogonalized (by the Schmidt process) to the H.F. spin-orbitals 1' and 2'; i.e. X;(xx,x 2) = %£a-d e t ( l '^) (V(xx), ^( x^x^X J -det (2'(x2) <2'(x2), < 2(x1,x2)>xJ,
( 4 3 ) so th at <x;, r>X l = <x;, 2% = 0.
Substituting this result in equation (6) with (X^, ^?12(1'2')) tion (11) we get^2 = < (lV 2!)det(l'2')5 0 and using equa-
The YjVi part of Hx has vanished because of the orthogonalization conditions, i equation (44). If G12&12(1'2') = g^X^x^Xa) is written in equation (45) and th e x x integration carried out first, i72 becomes the expectation value, <2'(x2), T^(x2) 2'(x2)), of the correlation or fluctuation (Sinanoglu i960 ) potential, T£(x2) = (1', Cr1 2 l ' ) X] acting on the electron x 2. In the language of the usual Schrodinger perturbation theory, i.e. when equa tion (32) is solved using equation (26), ux contain virtual excitations from O0 = ^12(1'2'). To get the complete solution X* to equa tion (5), the contribution of the single excitations are subtracted out from by orthogonalization to 1' and 2' (equation (43)). Thus when O0 is a H artree-Fock solution, Xj consists only of the ' dispersion ' (double excitations) part, the ' orbital average polarization ' (single excitations) part does not appear because it is already implicit in the s.c.f. nature of <D 0 (see, for example, Sinanoglu i960).
(b)
N -e l e c t r o ns ystem In the case of an N-electron system, as in the previous case, the com order correction, X^ to the H.F. O0 is obtained by orthogonalizing each u' in equa tion (32) to its H.F. orbitals i' and j'.
To show this, we first split the sum of the H.F. potentials, £ f^x,-) appearing as
the perturbation in equation (22) into the Coulomb and exchange potentials of individual orbitals i' acting on electrons x;-. Substituting equation (13) in (12) gives
k-1 i> j= l S^Xj) is the Coulomb and 1(Xy) the exchange potential o O0 = s /( l'2'...N'), i' is occupied by the electronx^ before s / is applied.
We write the perturbation in equation (22) as the sum of pair terms using equa tion (46), after commuting it with <sf L0W = j / ( S * J ( 1
where
The form of this equation is exactly the same as equation (28) which gave only kij has replaced the m^. Thus W is obtained in terms of the corresponding pair functions, w^, in the same way th at V was related to except now the use of stf = (1/a /2) <^38^ suffices to do this. For reasons th at will be apparent shortly, it is not necessary to resolve some of the 38ij(i'j') further in terms of fyj (cf. equation (35)).
We get =
Then, commuting stf and Lq1 and using equation (27) for each k
where = (e| + e^)-1 kp 38p{i'j') (cf. equations (34)). The w{/ s are related to the ' immersed pair ' functions u'y in the same way as we showed in the two-electron system. 38^ (i.e. (1/^2!) det) commutes with kp and (ei + e2)-1. ' so th a t using equation (27) and the definition of kip equation (48
i and j are interchanged to get tj(Xj). These equations are the generalization of equations (39) to any pair. Again we have (52) is valid for any w{j whether its u'p is obtained just from (equation (33)), or from pair symmetry states, ^ by equations (36). The proof of the first case with 38 follows in exactly the same way as in the two-electron system by substituting u'y = (e^ + e')_1 38{j{i'j') in equation (52) 
The second-order energy of the system is given from equations (6), (11), (53) and (55) (56). The E2 just given is simply the sum of 'dispersion' energies of pairs of electrons immersed in the N electron medium, plus three-and four-body Fermi correlation terms ('exclusion effects'). To see this examine, for example, the first part of equation (57) The first term on the right is the dispersion energy of the pair (1'2); it depends on the other electrons of the system only through the H. F. s.c.f. potential. The second term gives the 'exclusion effect' of the occupied orbital m! on the correlation of (1'2'). In the usual perturbation theory it arises because the virtual excitations of (1'2') to m'(2' < m' < N') are forbidden by the Pauli principle. The last term of equation (58) similarly represents four-body 'exclusion effects' (effect of on (1'2')). There are no other many-body effects. Terms such as ( l^X j ) 2'(x2) 3'(x3), gr133'(x3)w12(x1,x 2)) which we have called 'cross-polarization' (Sinanoglu 1961a ) vanish due to equa tion (56) in this case, where O0 was chosen as the H artree-Fock solution.
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From equations (57) and (58) we thus have
This is a rigorous result th at had been obtained approximately before (Sinanoglu i960) .
Equation (59) can be put into a very compact form by orthogonalizing umn to all the other occupied H.F. orbitals of the system. Equation (58) The steps involved in a purely non-empirical calculation of the corrections to the H artree-Fock energy and w.f. of an ^-electron system by the method given above are the following.
(1) Determine all the unique u[j equations as in equations (33), (35) and (36) (see also Sinanoglu 1961a).
?s belong to the irreducible representa metry group of a two-electron system.. The number of to be solved for, will usually be less than the total number of pairs, l)/2, due to the multiplicity of some of the pair states. For example, in Be, the only needed are for (Is2) 1>S, (ls2s) and 3S,and (2s2) x$. (2) Obtain each from equation (33) or from equations (36), either by a special variational principle such as equation (9) or by other approximate ways of solving these non-homogeneous two-electron partial differential equations. Orthogonalize u[jto or (plj. Many of the pairs will correspond to the excited states of a twoelectron system. These can be obtained by the modified minimum principle (Sinanoglu 1960 c) .
(3) Orthogonalize each u'y to its own i' and so th at the new pair function, satisfies (uip i'(x*)>x. = <%J'(x*)>X f = 0.
(4) The complete first-order w.f., is given by equation (53). The use of this X^ leads to E2 as the sum of pair dispersion interactions and three-and four-bo exclusion effects (equations (57) and (59)). Alternatively, may be orthogonalized by equation (61) to all the other H.F. orbitals different from i' a n d j' and occupied in 0>0. This gives the same E2, but expressed as a sum of eff equation (62).
(5) also determines Ez by equation (7). The total energy calculated be an upper limit to the exact E only if E3 is added E2.
D i s c u s s i o n
We have seen in the previous sections th at in an N -electron system each (i'j') pair of orbitals is associated with one u\y This means th at even when electron corre lation can no longer be neglected there will be some validity to talking about the orbitals i 'and j 'which merely serve as labels and imply u'y as well. Thus cruder and qualitative concepts of quantum chemistry which were based on the orbital approximation and neglected correlation can be justified on this basis.
The theory developed above does not have to be used in a purely non-empirical way. Its usefulness even for large molecules depends on the possibility of its semiempirical application. The 'immersed pairs' of X* are almost independent of the other electrons of the system. The u[j equations are just li first order w.f. of an actual two-electron system taking Hx = except th a t the electrons of u'^ move in the H.F. s.c.f. of all N electrons rather than only in the field of nuclei. Often some of the i ' , j 'orbitals, e.g. inner shells, will be in going from one atom or molecule to another. Then provided the change in Vx is also small, the corresponding û ,t he u{j and the pair energy (^^ as the orbitals i', j' can be transferred from one system to the other. When a pair of electrons occupy the same orbital, the solution of their for example, by equation (9), will be similar to the He or H 2 problem and should be greatly aided by the use of r12 in the trial function, (w^)trial.
If the electrons of a pair occupy different orbitals their correlation error will be much smaller and may be obtained by other approximate methods. When the different orbitals are equivalent to two orbitals around different centres the resulting pair interaction may be described as a generalized London force within the same molecule. On the other hand one of the orbitals may belong to an inner and the other to an outer shell. Then we may describe the outer electron as moving in a core polarization potential. Both of these weaker correlation effects can be obtained by the adiabatic approximation or by the use of mean excitation energies (Sinanoglu i960).
We considered above a system with a single H.F. determinant O0. Many molecular problems, e.g. involving 7r-electrons however will have degeneracies. These cases can also be treated by the formalism of this article. Thel/Q1 = (2 e.;)-1 (equations (24) i to (27)) acting on O0 would separate X* into a closed shell part and the degenerate outer shell part. The degeneracy of the latter may then be resolved so as to satisfy equation (8) . The rest of the method then applies as before.
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